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Cervantes 

"Late night sandwiches and meals"

With a clientele of artists, poets and musicians, this restaurant is famous

for serving late night meals. After an evening out, people come from all

over to enjoy the sandwiches. Established in 1959, Cervantes offers what

some people say are the best sandwiches in Rio, especially the ham/pork

with pineapple filling. The décor is simple, with a counter for sandwiches

at the front and a sitting area in the back for hot meals.

 +55 21 2275 6147  www.restaurantecervantes.com.br/  Av. Prado Junior, 335, Copacabana, Rio

de Janeiro
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Bibi Sucos 

"Colorful Juices and Juicy Burgers"

If you've ever wondered how people of Rio stay so fit and healthy, it is

probably because of the numerous juice bars that thrive in every

neighborhood. Bibi Sucos in Leblon is one such joint that serves some of

the best, freshest squeeze juices in the city. The place is always a-buzz

with locals sipping on vibrant, colorful drinks or munching on delicious

sandwiches. If the intense-colored smoothies and juices are a little too

healthy for you, you can always opt for sinful burgers with fries on the

side!

 +55 21 2259 0000  bibisucos.com.br/  Avenida Ataulfo de Paiva 591A, Rio de

Janeiro

 by 8664447   

Delírio Tropical 

"The Best Salads in Rio"

Delírio Tropical is a restaurant of varied foods, to say the least. It has a

menu with over 200 items to choose from! Unlike the menu, the food is

light and a perfect option for people looking for a healthy meal with great

taste. For the traveler on a strict diet, there is no better option than Delírio

Tropical. The salads are excellent, but hot plates also make up the menu

with house favorites like roast beef, Salmon burgers, and salty pies. The

sweets here are also an attraction for the tastebuds, serving a variety of

crepes, pies, fruits, cakes and ice creams.

 +55 21 3089 1170  www.delirio.com.br  delirio@delirio.com.br  Avenida das Américas 4666,

Barra Shopping, Rio de

Janeiro
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